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RESIillUlCH IN SEISMOLOGY, VOLCANOLOGY AND TSUNAMI OCCUlUUiNCE . 

IN AUSTRALIA 4lID PAPUA NEW GUINEA 

Compiled by 

G.A •. M. Taylor & ,P.M. McGregor 

Introduction 

Investigations in these fields are made by several govern

mental and non-governmental·agencies. Table 1 lists the permanent 

recording observations and stations (grouped under the operating 

agencies); their locations are shown on Plate 1. 

Governmental Agencies 

Bureau of Mineral Resources, Geology and Geophysics (BIVIR) 

The EIVIR is the Commonwealth Government's authority on 

seismology and volcanology. Seismological studies are made by the 

Geophysical Observations SUb-Section which has a central co-ordinating 

group in Canberra. The three main observatories are at Mundaring 

(W.A.), Port Moresby (PNG) , and Toolangi (Vic.); minor observa.tories 

are at Macquarie Island and Mawson (Antarctica). Each of the main 

observatories controls a number of ~utstations. The observatories are 

permanently manned by professionaJ. geophysicists and technical 

officers; the numbers range from one (Antarctica) to six (Port 

Moresby) • 

The observatories' basic programme comprises continuous 

seismological recording and analysis for international, regional, and 

local purposes. A main aim is the determination of seismicity and 

earthquake risk. Allied studi.es are made on tre-vel-times of seismic 

waves and crustal structure, utilizing earthquakes and explosions. 

(Work with explosions is carried out in conjunction with 131lR's 

Regional Structural Surveys Group and the Seismic, Gravity and Marine 

Group). Comput(.7rprogrammes. are used at Port Moresby and Canberra 

for the rapid location of major regional or felt earthquakes. 

Macroseismic studies are also· made of these events. 
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Data from all stations are sent once or twice a week to the 

US ERL for the preliminary determination of hypocentres, and are 

mailed in report form later to interested organizations. Final data 

are collated in Canberra and sent on magnetic tape to ISC, Edinburgh. 

Results of special investigations are reported in ~m pUblications or 

in scientific journals. 

Port lIfuresby Observatory is connected to the Pacific 

Tsunami waring service and the US ERL plans to install a visual 

recorder there. 

BMR also operates a strong motion data centre in Canberra. 

Accelerograms recorded by several organizations in Australia and 

Papua New Guinea are processed, digiti-zed and analysed there. The 

results are supplied to contributors and on request to others 

interested. The object is to obtain data on the motion of the ground 

and of structures near earthquakes in a form suitable for engineering 

applications. 

BMR's volcanological programme is described in the next 

,section. 
l )' 

Papua New Guinea Geological SurveY and BArn 

Volcano surveillance and related research 

Surveillance of active volcanoes in Papua New Guinea is 

carried out by a Volcanologica~ Section of the Geological Survey, a 

division of the P.N.G. Department of Lands Surveys and Mines. Pro

fessional staff of the Geological Survey is made up of officers 

detached from the Australian Bureau of Uineral Resources: their 

operations are financed by the P.N.G. Administration. 

The Volcanological Section comprises five earth scientists, 

four technical officers and about 20 aUXiliary staff. It is based on 

the Central Volcanological Observatory at Rabaul, from which it 

supervises the operation of five permanent regional instrument 

stations established in other volcanic areas of the country (Table 1). 
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Four additional stations are under construction and temporary stations 

are established from time to time in volcanic areas under special 

investigation. 

All reports of phenomena associated with changes in volcanic 

activity are referred to the Rabaul Observatory for assessment and 

investigation. Advice is provided to the Administration on the 

. precautions necessary to safeguard life and property (Appendix I). 

The main factors studied at present as an aid to warning of 

volcanic eruption are seismic activity, both local and regional, tilt 

and changes of height, vent temperatures, gas compositions, and other 

changes in thermal activity. Eruptions are subjected to intensive 

instrument and observational stUdies. 

In addition, other studies, by or in co-operation with the 

Bureau of 1lineral Resources, are carried out to shed light on crustal 

or mantle characteristics in the region. 

The ~ is currently carrying out a series of crustal study 

projects in Papua New Guinea with the co-operation of Australian 

Universi ties and the Uni versi ty of Hawaii. Seismic refraction and 

reflection techniques are used and combined with gravity, magnetic 

and geological studies to produce'·· crustal models as an aid to better 

interpretation of seismic activity and as a means of appreciating the 

broad tectonics of the region. Detailed refraction studies are made 

in some volcanic areas under special surveillance. 

Plans are under way to measure crustal movement in two areas 

of Papua New Guinea by means of laser geodimeter equipnent. This 

project is being carried out in co-operation with the Division of 

National A1apping in Canberra. 

A broad study of the petrology of Quaternary volcanoes in 

Papua New Guinea is in progress. An attempt is being made to relate 

lava characteristics to the structural and seismic environment as a 

means of gaining a .better understanding of island arcs, volcanic 

mechanisms, and the source of magmas. This work is being undertaken 

by Canberra-based BMR staff in co-operation with the resident staff in 

Papua New Guinea. 



Since tsunami occurrence and changes in strandline level 

have been precursors to volcanic eruption at Rabaul the Volcanological 

Observatory has a special interest in movements of the sea and operates 

a tide gauge and monitors local level changes by strandline markers. 

Trans-Pacific and local tsunamis occasionally affect the area in a 

mild way. The Observatory is unable to participate at present in the 

Pacifio warning system because of the lack of 24-hour communication. 

Advisory Committee of Seismology and Earthquake Engineering 

This body comprises four engineers, one geophysicist, one 

engineering geologist, one geologist, one civil defence and emergenc.y 

services expert and meets regularly at Port 1furesby. Its chief 

functions are (a) to advise government departments and non

government bodies on seismic problems referred to it; (b) to make 

recommendations to appropriate government departments and other 

official bodies on matters connected with earthquakes in Papua New 

Guinea. This committee is represented on the Australian National 

Advisory Committee on Earthquake Engineering. 

Non-Governmental 

Hi vervi:~l'l College Observatory. eN. S .w • ) 
.1 

The Observatory is in the grounds of the Jesuit College 

(near Sydney) and seismology is included in its programme. Its 

operations are assisted by an annual grant from BMR. 

Activities at present are confined to station seismology. It 

is operated by College staff. 

University of Tasmania and the Hydro-Electric Commission 

The University Geology Department, in conjunction with the 

State Hydro-Electric Commission, operates a network of seismograph 

stations for the study of regional seismicity. Two more stations 

(Strathgordon and Scott's Peak) in southwestern Tasmania are planned 

to be operational in 1972. Related studies (seismic Wave velocities 

/ ..., 
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and crustal structure) are made. The pro~amme is directed by the 

, Reader in Geophysics; staff comprises a lecturer; computing and 

technical assistants, and graduate students. Data from all stations 

are reported to US ERL and ISC, and distributed in bulletin form. 

The Hydro-Electric Commission's geological section includes 

a seismologist whose main function is the applica.tion of seismology 

to engineering geology. Data are obtained from the main seismograph 

network, and from temporary, closely-spaced networks of seismographs 

and accelerographs installed near major construction projects to 

study micro-earthquakes • . 

University of Adelaide (S.A.) 

The University Physics Department has a seismological pro

gramme involving the operation of a World Standard station (ADE) and 

a network of regional stations for s~ismicity stUdies (Table 1). 

Only data from ADE are distributed regularly. 

Two accelerographs are operated in the Adelaide area. 

Personnel include academic staff, technical assistants, 

and graduate students. Crustal structural and allied topics are 

investigated. The agency has parti<?ipated with BMR and other 

universities in several major field programmes USing explOSions as 

sources. These co-operative programmes will continue. 

University of Brisbane (Queensland) 

The Physics Department operates seismographs at Brisbane 

and Charters Towers\. Data from both stations are reported regularly 

to US ERL and ISC. Personnel are academic staff, technical assis

tants and graduate students. 

Joint ventures with BMR and other agencies have been and 

will continue to be undertaken. 
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Australian National University (Canberra) 

The Department of Geophysics and Geochemistry is involved in 

basic research in seismology as well as routine reporting of seismic 

data. Personnel include two academic staff, a research scientist, two 

laboratory assistants, research students, and technical staff. The 

university operates a three component long and short period station at 

Canberra (CAN), eleven other short period vertical stations in south

east Australia and a twenty element short period vertical array (WRA) 

at Tennant Creek, N.T. (Table 1). Three long period vertical 

'instruments are currently being installed in the Tennant Creek area. 

Teleseismic readings from CAN and WRA are reported regularly to the 

USCGS. The southeast Australian stations are used for routine 

location of approximately 100 epicentres a year in a study of local . 

seismicity. These stations are in the process of being converted into 

a telemetered large aperture array centred at Canberra. 

Special computer facilities are available for the analysis of 

WRA array data. The array has been used in studies of the velocity 

structure of the upper and lower mantle and in detailed ~nalyses of 

the signals from large nuclear explosion • 

. A low power, portable, tape recording seismic station, 

capable of unattended operation for one month, has been developed at 

the University. Ten of these instruments have been used in explosion 

studies of the crust and upper mantle. They are also being used to 

mon! tor localized seismic act! vi ty associated with the filling of 

large dams in N.S.W. and W.A. 

National AdviSOry Committee on Earthquake Engineering 

This body was formed in 1970 and comprises representatives 

of most of the above agencies, and governmental and private engin

eering groups. Its main objective is to collate, and advise on, 

engineering aspects of seismology. It haS sub-committees concerned 

with particular facets, and it is planned that metings will be held 

several times annually. 
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Table 1 

AUSTRALIAN SEISMOGRAPH STATIONS 

1 • Government 

(a) Bureau of Mineral Resources 

Western Australia 

Mundaring 

Kalgoorlie 

Meekatharra 

Karratha 

Kununurra 

Papua New Guinea 
'7 

Port Moresby 

Goroka 

Kavieng 

Konedobu 

Lae 

Momote 

Talasea 

Wabag 

Victoria 

Toolangi 

MOW 

KLG 

MEl{ 

KAA 

KNA 

GKA 

KAV 

KDB 
LAT 

MOM 

TLS 

WAB 

TOO 

World Standard SP 
World Standard LP 
Supplementary SP 

SP-ZNE 

SP-Z 

SP-Z 

SP-Z 

World Standard ~P 
World Standard LP 
Supplementary SP 
Supplementary LP 

SP-Z 

SP-Z 

SP-Z 

SP-ZNE 

SP-Z 

SP-Z 

SP-ZNE 

SP-ZNE 
*LP-ZNE 

* In co-operation with Lamont-Doherty Geological 
Observatory. 

Macguarie Island 

Mawson 

Norfolk Island 

Northern Territory 

Alice Springs 

Darwin 

MCQ 

MAW 

NIA . 

ASP 
DAR 

SP-Z 

SP-Z 
LP-NE 

SP-z 

SP-ZNE 

SP-z 
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(b) Papua New Guinea Geological SurveY 

Rabaul RAB World Standard SP 
World Standard LP 
Supplementary SP ZNE 

LPNE 
*Taviliu VUL SP-z 

*Tavurvur TAV SP-z 

*Rabalanakaia HAL SP-z 

*Sulpbur Creek Sm. SP-z 

*Wanliss Street WAN SP-Z 

Agenahambo AGE SP-Z 

Esa'ala ElSA SP-ZNE 
LP-ZNE 

Kobuan KOB SP-Z 

Tanaka TAN SP-Z 
Tabele· TBL SP-Z 

* Stations in the Rabaul Harbour Network. 

2. Non-Government 

Tasmania (University of Tasmania) 

Burnie ENE 

Hobart TAU 

Lemonthyme I IJvlT 

Moorlands I MOO 

Sheffield SFF 

Savannah SAY 

Tarraleah TRR 

Queensland (University of Queensland) 

Brisbane BRS 

Charters Towers eTA 

SP-Z 

; World Standard SP 
I Worl4 Standard LP 

SP-Z 

SP-Z 

SP-Z 

SP-Z 

SP-Z 

SP-ZNE 
LP-ZNE 

World Standard SP 
World Standard LP 

South Australia (University of 'Adelaide) 

Adelaide ADE World Standard SP 
, World Standard LP 

eleve eLV SP-Z 

Hallett HTT SP-ZN 

Island · Lagoon ILN SP-Z 
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New 

Partacoona PNA 

Sevenhill SNL 

Umberatana UMl3 

South Wales and Australian CaEital 

(Riverview College Observatory) 

Riverview RIV 

(Australian National University) 

Avon 

Cabramurra 

Canberra 

Castle Hill 

Inveralochy 

Jenolan 

Jindabyne 

Khancoban 

Lerida 

Talbingo 

Wambrook 

Werombi · 

AVO 

CAB 

CAN 

CAR 

INV 

JNL 

JIN 

I<HA 

LER 

TAO 

WAM 

WER 

SP-z 

SP-z 

SP-Z 

Tettito!:'y: 

World Standard 
World Standard 

SP-z 

SP-z 

SP-ZNE 
IP-ZNE 
LP-ZNE 

SP-z 

SP-z 

SP-z 

SP-z 

SP-z 

SP-z 

SP-z 

SP-z 

SP-ZNE 

Northern Territory (Australian ~ational University) 

Warramunga arra:y WRA 

SP 
L1> 

In co-operation with UK Atomic Energy Authority (Blaclmest, 
U.K.). 

to 
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Reprinted from Soullz Pacific Bulletin, Second Quarler, 1966, 
~PPENDIX I. 

The Surveillanee of 
Territory· of Papua 

Voleanoes in the 
and New Guinea 

By G. A. M. Taylor, G.C.'" 

T be islands of Melanesia are located in a 
tectonically unstable zone wbich extends in 
an. almost c01ttinuou,s belt aroul1d the 
-rltargi1lS of the Pacific Ocean. The stresses 
set up in tbis Z01le, possibl)1 by movements 
in the mantle, find sjlectacular expression ill 
eartbqllakes and volcanic eruptions, a/1d less 
dramatic expression in slow distortio11S 
which raise island chains and mountain 
raHges and which de press the sea floor to 
form ocean .trenches. 

The known history of vulcanism-in the 
south-west Pacific region is short alUl in
complete. . . We do know that eruptions ·of 
catastroppic . proportions occurred du-ir/n.g 
the last half of the 19th century, originating 
from volcanoes ranging from Krakatoa il1 
the East l1tdies to T arawera in New Zea-

. land. Several lesspu~liCized eruptions of 
comparable mag1titude drJ~ina.ted from vol.., 
canoes in the intervening Melanesian islands; 

Dally descents~~rem·Clde ~y vulcanologl.u,.tj,ln~e,iI9~te abnormal tem
peratures and. SI..,~o,"pqtiil,on' In the. ·crater of Lan!Jlla volcano on 'he 
ea.t.rn· flank o~~;Mour\t Ta'cI~e, 3,000 fe.t }Ibllve .leO level on Ihe wesl 

., ~ coa.1 of New BrltCiln. • , 

DURING THfl present century several 
eruptions of exceptional magnitude 

have occurred in Melanesia, These have 
drawn attention to the need for system
atic study of. -such phenomena. It is diffi
cult. however, for governments in under
developed counl ries. to allocate funds for 
scientific research aimed at mitigating 
the· effects of latent catastrophes, 

Memories oJ volcanic· disasters nre 
short, and the vicw that the study of 
active vulcanism is little hetter than ··Im 
academic exercise is still held by a sur
pl'ising number of otherwise well
informed peoplc. 'You cannot slop 
eruptions' is II familiar comment, with 
the implied question-so why waste 
",eoples' time and money by establishing 
institutions to study them? 

The following notes attempt to out
line some aspecls of the vulCanologists' 
work in the Territory of Papua and New 
Guinea, where the Administration 
actively supports this. branch of scien
tific research. 

or the 40 known volcanic. centres in 
the Papua lind New Guinea region 
which ate believed to have a poteri,tial 

• Burellu ;pfMjnera~ Resource~. O/lA~~rrl\, 
A,C,T., Austrillla. ... .. , 

for eruption, 19 have erupted within 
historic time and 12 of these duripg the 
last 30 years .. Most of the volcanoes 
are characteristically dormant.' At 

. present, . only two-Manam and 8agana 
-manifest eruptive cycles which are 
long-continued events extending over 
several years, The· majority of dormant 
volcanoes produce soille mild form of 
thermal and solfataric activity wh~ch 
may shoW little change over the 'years; 
~ven this mild form of activity may be 
absent. 

Warning Phenomena 

Tumescence .or distortion of the ter
rain near a volcano bymagma upwelling 
beneath is most conveniently detected 
with instruments designed to measure 
small changes in tilt.· Very localized 
changes in the temperature of fumaroles 
in a· crater, with associated changes in 
gas composition, give warning of some 
eruptions. The thermal areas may in
crea8e in size and thete may be a visible 
increase in thevohime of gas exhalation. 
Increases intllerinal activity often first 
become evident· by such se~ondary 
effects as the d,ying off of veget~tion, or 
landslides in crater areas, or the presence 
of dead fish on the shores near coastal 
volcanoes. 

An. appreciation of the significance of 
Reactivation of a dormant volcano such changes is ideally made by qualified 

leading to paroxysmal eruption may be scientific staff on it background of regu
preceded by warning phenomena of lar observations which include contirm
various kinds which may anticipate the oUs. monitoring of movements at 
outburst by years, months, or 'days,depth· by appropriate instruments. An 
These phenomena may vary widely in • a<leq\lately eqti,pped and. staffed volcano 
intensity· and· type from· eruption to. obserylito~ is the best safeguard against 
eruption and. from volcano ·to volcano. ernphonwtthout warning. 
Therising ri13gmatic pressures in the ,TIli,s ideal is seldom realized in prac-
oonduits beneath the volcano may pro- hce Slllce the. economics of establishing 
dUce loca~earthqi..\ake swarms which ,are . a.;volcanoobservatory on every volcano 

. strong en()ugh to be fel~ In t~~ Jlel~h- Wlt~. a potent!a, ,for eruption is pro
bourho0d,' o.f- th.e. volcano. Sels01f~ m- ·h1bltlve. The~olcano surveillance system 

.. ~t:ume!\t.~" ~~f9Vl~7 t~e;most. r~lll\b~e~ in ,the. TerritorY·.i(l organized around· a 
!#ethoqqf detectt~g.dlstur~al1ces ()f thIS .~ntralobser.v~tqty situated in the key 
tfPe; ., point of Rabaw;· This point is roughly 
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0 ·' t~he 40 . known vol.canlc centros.in . the Papua a~d Ne~ :Gulnea ·;0910n which are belle~ecI t~ . 
have a ·potenlli:tl 'or ervilllon, 19 have .erupted within hlttorlc time. 12 of these during the lali 

30 years. 

halfway between the two major volcanic warranted, a field investigatiol1 is carried 
lines, and as Rabaul is also the main out. sometimes with portable seismic and 
shipping outlet for the Bismarck Archi- tilt equipment. Should the investigation 
pelago, the need for moniioring the confirm ·· the existence of abnormal 
activity of volcanoes in the · harbour activity. an ol?servation post may be 
area is greater than anywhere else in the estahlished on the volcano. This is 
region. . equipped with basic seismic and tilt in-

The Rahaul Volcano Observatory is struments and a radio transceiver. A 
staffed by two earth scientists, two tech- ·Iocal assistant may operate a station of 
nical officers. and auxiliary . personnel.(1) this kind and he would keep . the vul
Il is equipped wiih seismographs, tilt- canologist informed of the condition of 
meters, and thermometric gear. Seismic the volcano by daily radio message~. 
disturbances of local · and regional origin This technique is particularly applicable 
are recorded continuously and the in- to a volcano which is building up slowly . 
formation on regional earthquakes (tele- to paroxysmal eruption. Immediately a 
seisms) is sent to international data change in trend of the volcano's . activity 
centres for analysis. Lo.:al crustal dis- is apparent, . the vulcanologist· · fro!ll 
tortion of volcanic origin is detected by Rabaulcarries out a detailed investiga-
tiltmeters, tide gauges, and strand-line tion and reports to the Administration. 
level markers. Movements are checked 
by precise · levelling surveys. Thermal . Expansion of InstRlment Facilities 
areas inside aod outside craters are · .. 
checked weekly and temperatures The study of seismic events of volcanic 
measured. origin in recent . years has emphasized 

the importance in predicting eruptions 
The observatory stafT is kept · advised of an ability to trace the movement of 

of conditions at other volcanic centres earthquake swarms from focus to focus. 
in the Territory by local observers. A Such a facility is of first importance . in 
formal monthly report book has been a situdtion such as we have at Rabaul 
designed and distributed to about 100 where a number of potentially active 
observers throughout the Territory for craters are relatively close to an area of 
reporting earthquake o:.:currences and close settlement. It calls, naturally, for 
changes in volcanic activity. The book more complex jnstrumentation~instru-
contains basic information on warning · mentation of the array type · in which 
phenomena and on the 'Modified Met- several seismometers pick up the signal 
calli' scale of earthquake intensity. These from any di'iturbance iri the volcaniC 
monthly reports are supplemented by area. 
radio messages from the local observers . The Administration of the Territory is 
and by reports from airline pilots who installin£ equipment ·of this type at 

Canberra, whose work on the tele
metering of seismic signals has won him 
an international reputation. 

Ground vibrations from earthquakes 
will be converted to electronic signals 
by seismometers . located near each of 
the volcano·es. in · Rabaul harbour. These 
signals will be modulated before being 
transmitted by underground cable to de
modulators and recording equipment at 
the central observatory. High-frequency 
radio will be used for carrying the signal 
to the observatory from only one of the 
five seismometer stations since the re
liability of this· carrier system under all 
conditions is in some doubt. 

Before a network of this type can work 
effectively it is necessary to know some
thing of local crustal structure and the 
travel time velocities of earthquake 
waves. This information will be ob
tained from a seismic refraction survey 
which· will be carried out by · the Aus
tralian Commonwealth Bur e a u of 
Mineral Resow:ces.(3) . 

The Regional Network 
A considerable body of evidence sug

gests that · stress conditions in the crust 
and mantle as manifested in the occur
rence of tectonic earthquakes have some 
bearing on the time and nature of vol
canic eruptions. To throw more light 
on this hypothesis, approval in principle 
was obtained several years ago to estab
lish two additional observatories in other 
parts of the Territory. By supplying 
further information on the arrival times 
of phases in tectonic disturbances they 
will greatly increase the central observa
tory's c~pacjty for. pinpointing their 
origins. 

The sites selected for these stations 
are: Man am Island, lat. 4°07'8, long. 
14s005'E. and at Esa-ala, lat. 9°44'S. 
long. lSoo49'E. This basic network gives 
a triangle with almost equal sides of 
about 400 miles. Besides giving good 
triangulation data on tectonic earth
quakes in the region, these stations, sited 
near important volcanic centres, also act 
as· continuous monitors on local volcanic 
activity. Both. stations are equipped 
initially with Benioff seismographs and 
with water-tube tiltmeters. Continuous 
operation began in 1965. 

Data on . tectonic earthquakes are 
also contributed by two other recording 
centres. One is the vulcanological station 
established by · the Administration on the 
slopes cf Mount Lamington near Popon
detta. The other is the: geophysical ob
servatory at Port Moresby, which is 
maintained independently by the Aus
tralian · Commonwealth Government for 
studying ionospheric, magnetic, gravity. 
and seismic phenomena of . the region. 

often see changes in the craters not Rabaul~;l\Jt. will be based on the re-
observed by local residents. . search · of · Professor G .. Newstead, for- Field Investigations 

All reports received at the observatory merly·· of University of Tasmania, ilciw. The · mechanics ·of the surveillance 
·are assessed by the vulcanologist and. if cf the . Australian National University, system are best illustrated by describing 

(1) For current staff establiShment. :see . page',- (Z)lnstallatlon of the inner nehork of telemetred stations 
has been camp 1 eted and · has been operating,. s.afl:.ifiI~(g.r~ ly .. for . many .. y.ears. . P;l BMR · camp 1 eted crustal study surveys 

) 10 the New Brltal n area 10. 1.967 !!od . 1969; ~d ,.a;n·()t1ier: surve"y I 5 planned for ·1972. 
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briefly examples of the investigations of 
reports of increased volcanic 'activity., 

In May, 1952, a missionl\rY living 
on, .the western end of New Britain' re
ported a change in the volume of gas 
being exhaleQ from Langila,a voh:ano' 
which had last erU\lted 'about 1 !no. 
Access to the area Was gained by boat, 
sinc¢the wartime airstrip at Cap~ Glou
cester was unservIceable. 

The activity originated from one of 
a group of craters situated 3,000 feet 
above sea level on the eastern flank of 
an extinct cone named Mount Talawe. 
From the Kilenge vilhiges on the coast, 
six miles nQrth-west of Langila, a Cloud 
of" white vapo~l'. could be seen pouring 
overthe rim of the crater as it was swept 
down· the leeward slopes by the strong 
prevailing south-easterly winds. 

The mountain was, climbed via a 
native hunting track. After five hours' 
walk from the coast the investigating 
party reached a point about a mile from 
the crater. Here, the rain forest had: 
been stripped of its leaves ,by . sulphur 
gases in the tlxhalation cloUd. Inspec~ 
tionof the crater area· confirmed the 
eXistence of abnormal conditipns. Noisy 
presstttized vent$ had brolen through 
the floor of a small funnel-shaped crater 
which had been inactive on inspection 
13 y~ars previously. Temperatures of the 
vents' greatly exceeded 10Q·C.-the nor
mal level for passive conditions,and the 
presettce of choking sUlphur gases was a 
furth,r indication of increasing eruptive 
potential. 

In order' to cheCk the trend in crater 
conditions they had to be observed 
systematically.: A camp was establiShed' 
on the flank of the volcano ~nd equip
ment was obtained to facilitate collection 
of data on temperatures. gas com-

-3. 

A '"Iowlnsr ~I.udi sw~.P': doW" towarci.'t"~ seaduriils the eruptlo" of' Manam volcano oil 
17th Ma'~h .. 'J,960. aehlnd It. path wa. hift an area of:-tlatteiled~ scorched; and burning forest. • 

positori, tiir, and seismic movements._ 
Daily, descents w~re made into the 
crater, with the aid of gas 11lask,s, to 
ch~cktemperatures and gas compositions. 
Three months of checking revealed ....... 

I. Ab"ormai temperatures w hie h 
showed no clear trend; 

2. 'A rising trend in acid components 
in the-e"halations; , 

3. The occurrence of subterranean ex-

plosions in ,the conduits beneath 
the volcano;and 

4. An absepceof evidence for vol
'canie earthquakes. 

Thes,e .obs·ervations were assessed as 
being :indicative of a stow build-up to ~ 
eruption, and precautionary recommenda
tions included the need for further 
checking ·on the, -condition of the vol
cano. No :movement of people was con·· 
sidered necessary. . 

Left-An eruption column from Lailsllavjllcano'ln1952'C!s .un from'Sag sa-s, 6 ~1I8s louth-west' ol';t~'~"~r~ter>Photo by courtesy of Mr Law. 
. ,- R1Sht-A 'glowing ~Ioud' d.scendlng the flank. of Manam volcano, T9!7~' 
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Left-Effects of the 1957 eruptions of Manam. A lava flow moving down from the south-east valley consumed the remnants of a forest destroyed by 
earlier 'glowing clouds.' Right-A nalive village after the rain of ash and lapilli. 

The actual eruption occurred two 
years after the increased activity had 
heen first noted by the local people. 11 
look the form of intermittent vul
canian explosions of relatively moderate 
Intensity. The type of activity had been 
predicted from observations made during 
the field investigations. The local popula
lion was not s:!riously affected by the 
~ruption. 

Manam Volcano 

A new cycle of eruptive activity began 
from Manam volcano in December, 
1956. after a dormacy period of ap
proximately ten years. The early activity 
took the form of rhythmical ejections of 
fragmental material and small lava flows. 
<\n observation post was established on 
:he island in June, 1957, and equipped 
with seismic and tilt instrumcnts and a 
radio transciever. A trained local ob
,erver was instructed in preparing daily 
<;ignals which would keep the staff of 
.he central observatory at Rabaul advised 
d the scale of crater activity and of seis-
mic and tilt phenomena. < 

During the ensuing six months the 
continuous observations of the observer 

I were supplemented by studies carried out 
by scientific officers from the central 
observatory who visited the island from 
lime to time. These studies brought to 
light a number of important develop
ments, chief among whi::h was the clear 
evidence that this basaltic volcano had 
I he capacity to produce activity of the 
Pelean type. 

The predominant activity of the vol
cano was a relatively harmless rhythmical 
ejection of incandescent fragmental 
material cC'mmonly known as Strom
bolian in type. Occasionally, hpwever, 
I he explosions took the form of a 
massive disgorgement of hot fragmental 
material which swept down the flanks 

of the mountain at high speed, burning 
and destroying everything in its pat~. 

This was the 'glowing clOUd,' the most 
dangerous of all volcanic phenomena. 
This observation immediately raised 
doubts of the safety of certain settle
ments on the island, despite .the protesta
tions of local natives and missionaries 
that they had been immune during 
earlier eruptions. Other developments 
which did nothing to reassure the vul
canologist were a rising trend in the 
frequency and intensity of the inter
mittent explosive phases and the indica
tion of consistent tumescence of the 
mountain hy the tilt readings. 

j n Novemher, 1957, it was suggested 
to the Administration thilt the volcano 
was huilding up to a climaeticeruption 
which would possihly take place in 
Decemher/ January or June/July cf the 
following year. 

The Administration evacuated the 
whole population from the island in mid
Deccmber. A series of climactic erup
tions in January, February, and March 
produced explosive and effusive activity 
of remarkable proportions. A rain of 
blocks, lapilli, and ash stripped the forest 
on the western side of the island and 
covered native gardens with coarse 
deposits, in many places exceeding 12 
inches in depth. Ponderous glowing 
clouds swept down the four main val
leys which dissected the cone, and 
destroyed areas of fcrest, some gardens, 
and part of an empty village on the 
south-west coast. Deposits left hy some 
of these hot pyroclastic flows exceeded . 
50 feet in depth. 

A second observation post had been 
estahlished on the island at the time of 
the evacuation. The vulcanologists main
tained continuous observations, hath 
during the ph~se of climactic eruptions 
and for four months afterwards. At the 

end of July, 195H, re-occupation of the 
island was recommended and one of the 
observation posts was withdrawn. 

At the end of 1959 Manam again 
showed signs of serious instability. The 
vulcanologists re-established a second 
observation post on the island and 
recommended precautionary measures to 
safeguard the population. 

Danger areas were nominated and 
arrangements made to maintain a con
tinuous watch on the mountain with 
the < assistance of local police and village 
leaders. In the event of an eruption. 
relevant village groups had instructions 
to move to safe areas. 

A study of the volcano's previous pat
tern of activity suggested that the erup
tion would probably occur in March. 
a peak period for earthtidcs. The event 
began on the morning of 17th March 
with voluminous explosive ejections of 
fragmental material which swept down 
the north-eastern valley 10 a point very 
close to a coastal village and only a 
few hundreds yards from the sea. II 
left in its path an area of flattened. 
scorched, and burning forest. 

Although the village people ell masse 
had followed instructions and moved to 
a safer area, before this initial explosive 
phase cf the eruption was actually over. 
the over-curious village leaders were in
specting the new deposit in the highly 
dangerous avalanche valley. Whether 
such action was from bravado, ignorance. 
or overwhelming casualness is a moot 
point. It constitutes one of the difficulties 
inherent in safeguarding people in vol
canic areas. 

The explosive outburst from M anam 
was followed almost immediately hy 
heavy outpourings of lava which con
tinued for more than two months. Most 
of this material was retained in the 
amphitheatre-headed north-eastern val-
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ley. Garden land lind settlcments were 
unaffected. 

A new phase bf cxplosive activity, 
which hegan in June, 1960, continued 
intermittently throughout the yellr. This 
was assessed as 'normal' and did not 
require the precautions and intensive 
observations of the March eruption. 

Intermittent activity still continues 
from Manam and a continuous watch 
on the volcano is maintained. The estab
lishment of a permanent observatory on 
the island will assist greatly in a more 
effective study of the volcano's behaviour 
pattern. 

Mount Lamington Disaster 

The volcano with the greatest potential 
for catastrophe is the long-dormant 
specimen which produces a paroxysmal 
outburst early in its eruptive cycle. If 
the eruption is of the Pelean type its 
potential for disaster is enormously in
creased. If the mountain is unrecognized 
as a volcano and is located in a tropical 
environment, where its summit is ob
scured for most of the time by cloud, 
the chances of most of the early warning 
signs going unnoticed are multiplied even 
further. 

These were the conditions for the 
Mount Lamington eruption of 1951. In 
that year, not more than six days after 
the emission of gas was first observed, 
this unrecognized volcano produced the 
most powerful Pelean eruption that has 
ever been observed. About 90 square 
miles of country were devastated, and 
nearly 3,000 lives were lost. 

As there is a salutary lesson in the 
facts of this disaster it is worthwhile out
lining some of the salient points of the 
eruption and its preliminary phenomena. 

Mount Lamington lies about 30 miles 
from the northern coast of Papua, at the 

A paroxysmal erupllon from Mounl Lamlngton throws a column of gas and fragmental materi " 
40,000 feet above the craler, 21st January" 19"1. ,Plioto by courlesy of Capt. A. Jacobson. 

western end of th,e dissecred Hydro
grapher Range, a volcanic pile which has 
been extinct since early pleistocene times. 
Lamington's summit consists ()f a fllgged: 
group of peaks which' ha~e elevations 
close to ,6,000 feel. . Before: the ~ru(ition 
th~ upper slopes we,re heavily forested, 
and the lower slopes contained native 
gardens, villages, and it government 
station six miles from 'the summit. ' 

Towards the end or' 1950a'{ore~try 
officer from theg9vernnlent statipnlj111de 
an ascent of Mount Lamington ,to in~' 
vestigate the' .dyi~g off oftreell,in the 
summit area. He found the, cause to be 
hot ground. and noted that small land
slides' were occurring in, the . affected 

area. Several people living in the di 
trict subsequently noticed landslides ne; 
the :>ummit area. Landslides are a con· 
mon phenomenon in the mountains ( 
New Guinea, and thermal areas a, (' 
numerous. Apparently no great impor;
ance was attached to either observatiC'. I 
and they were not reported to the Vll. 

'canologist at Rabaul. 

During the week before the eruptil' 
weather conditions were unsettled aI','! 
the summit was obscured for much (': 
tne .time. On Monday, 16th Januar' 
195 I, in the late afternoon the clolll'" 
momentarily lifted from the mountain I 
reveal a thin column of vapour ascent' 
ing from a point among the peaks. It h~,: 

Lefl-The Lamlngto!,! slopes above the govemment ita lion site were swept bare of all vegelatlon. Right-the splintered remnants of the rain forest 
Lamington', devastated area. 
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It is not ulways realized that Ihe 
secondary effects of an eruption Olav 
present seriolls problems. The increased 
run-otf caused by the destruction of 
vegetation can CUuse serious river flood
ing and rapid silting up of stream heds. 
The floodings at Mount Lamington 
caused some loss of equipment and 
necessitated removal of one of the 
evucuution camps. Mudflows which fre
quently descended the mountain as hot. 
roaring torrents closed roads and 
hindered communications generally. 
River crossings, which had to be kept 
open, necessitated u permunent labour 
force to remove the debris left by the 
daily flash floods. 

The base of the column expands rapidly as the avalanche of hot fragmental material sweeps down 
the slopes of Mount lamington. Photo by courtesy of Capt. A. Jacobson. 

Mount Lamington has now returned 
to the dormant state. All that remains 
of the former activity are a few vents 
emitting a little vapour. A new forest 
has sprung up on the slopes and most 
of the signs of disastrous eruption have 
been obliterated. Possibly within a 
decade or two nothing will remain to 
identify this volcano as having been 
recently active. 

the appearance of smoke from a native 
camp fire. 

By the next day, gas emission had in
creased and late in the afternoon small 
earthquakes were felt at the government 
station. An appreciable increase in both 
phenomenu was observed on Wednesday 
and, on Thursday, a marked increase 
with pulsuting ash emission. By Friday, 
everyone in the areu knew that an erup
tion was in progress, hut it was not 
until late in the day that some people 
realized that the centre was nearby. 
One observer reported on Friday morn
ing that the centre was 80 instead of 
only 10 miles away. 

Such an observation may seem in
comprehensible to anyone who has not 
lived in a rain-forest environment, where 
visibility is often confined to a few 
hundred yurds and communications are 
poor. 

It was also on the Friday that de
velopments at Lamington became com
mon knowledge outside the area. The 
Territory radio station included an item 
in its news service. 

By Saturduy, active areas within the 
crater had extended. ghiutly and an 
almost continuous~i1~_o\yjng column of 
ash rose 25,000 feel' .. rabove the moun
tain. Unfortunutely, thiSlnaierial' was 
carried by the prevailing winds to lightly 
settled ureas in the rough country south 
of the crater. With southerly winds the 
ash would have fallen on the relatively 
closely settled northern slopes, and many 
of . the indigenous peoples might have 
moved away from the crater. 

On Sunduy, 21st Januury, at 10.40 
a.m., the irregular rumbling of the vol-

cuno guve wuy to a sustained roar and 
a great explosion hurled a column of gas 
and fragmental material 40,000 feet 
ubove the volcano where it formed a 
huge expunding umhrella. Then, the 
occupants of a passing aircraft were 
alarmed to see the base of the column 
expand with astonishing rapidity, as if 
the whole mountain were disintegrating. 

This was the expansion cloud from 
the avulanche of hot fragmental material 
which wus sweeping down the slopes of 
the volcano with hurricane force veloci
ties. Within a few minutes, more than 
60 square miles of country around the 
mountain had been completely deva
stated, and the hot cloud. enveloped 
another 30 square miles before its energy 
wus spent. 

A vulcanological station has been 
established on the north-western slopes 
of the mountain to ensure that any 
change in the condition of the volcano 
will be quickly detected. 

The Lamington catastrophe drew atten
tion to the extraordinary destructive 
power of volcanic eruption and to the 
need for close study of such phenomena. 
Without this stimulus the 1958 eruption 
of Manam, in terms of human lives, may 
have been a different story. 

Vulcanology has been described as 
the 'Cinderella' science which only 
marches forward on the ashes of catas
trophe. 

A very real effort is being made in 
most countries concerned with active 
vulcanism to change this picture. More 
support is being given to the formation 

Other powerful eruptions followed on of specialist groups for th~ . full-time 
the heels of this event. It was June study of volcanoes and .the abldmg prob-
before the explosive phase changed com- lems of eruption prediction. 
pletely to .a quiet, effusive activity whic.h Although vulcanology is generally re-
then c.ontmued. for several ye~rs. ~hl,s ',' garded as a narrow specialist field, it is, 
post-climax penod was an anxIous .tlme::: .tn ··;fact, a broad unifying discipline call
for. all concerned .. There; .. wer~i-"t~~~,:~,'Jng on and contributing to results of re
~recedents to go by. The .type o~,.'e.rtlp;;C: .. search in many branches of earth 
tlOn had first been recogmzed less than . science. 
fifty years before. The prototypes, 
Pelce and St. Vincent in the West 
Indies, had exhibited little consistency. 
One of the post-climax eruptions at 
Pelce had claimed a thousand more lives, 
and powerful eruptions from st. Vincent 
were still continuing ten months after the 
disastrous initial outburst. 

The Administrution hud acted promptly 
ut Lumington by moving all indigenous 
people living within a IO-mile radius of 
the crater to evucuution cumps. No 
casualties were caused by the post-climax 
eruptions. 

Workers in the fields of geology, 
physics, chemistry, seismology, and 
electronics all assist in unravelling the 
complex story of volcanic mechanism. 
In fact, it is becoming increasingly diffi
cult for the practising vulcanologist to 
keep up with the muny developments in 
his field of science. In this respect the 
meetings of the International Association 
of Vulcanology are invaluahle in pro
viding a fonlm where men working in 
various disciplines can make known the 
results of their work und, with mutual 
benefit, discuss problems and progress. 
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